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deadly

Out of all the
dragons I have found,
The Acid-Blaster is the meanest one around.
It shoots scalding acid at its prey
Which completely melts their skin away.

My head hasn’t fallen off the wagon;
I NEVER mess with an Acid-Blaster dragon!

AND THEN…
There’s the

Marshmallow
Dragon.

He’s a flightless, toothless beast
Who isn’t scary in the least.
He’s squishy, pink and round
And he makes a very silly sound…

BOING!

DOING
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His squishy head is rather dim
And I am NEVER scared of him.

deadly

Out of all the
dragons I have found,
The Frost-Racer is the fastest one around.
It spits out ice and makes it snow;
Speed-sliding everywhere it wants to go.

My head hasn’t fallen off the wagon;
I NEVER mess with a Frost-Racer dragon!

AND THEN…
There’s the

Marshmallow
Dragon.

He’s a flightless, toothless beast
Who isn’t scary in the least.
He’s squishy, pink and round
And he makes a very silly sound…

BOING!

DOING
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His squishy head is rather dim
And I am NEVER scared of him.

deadly

Out of all the
dragons I have found,
The Needle-Thrower is the angriest around.
It puffs up when you’re floating in your boat
And launches pointy needles at your throat!

My head hasn’t fallen off the wagon;
I NEVER mess with a Needle-Thrower dragon!

AND THEN…
There’s the

Marshmallow
Dragon.

He’s a flightless, toothless beast
Who isn’t scary in the least.
He’s squishy, pink and round
And he makes a very silly sound…

BOING!

DOING

!

!
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His squishy head is rather dim
And I am NEVER scared of him.

I could talk for hours and hours
About my dragons and their powers.
But unfortunately it’s the end of the day
And I have to pack them all away.

BUT NOT…
The Marshmallow Dragon…
He’s the kindest one you see;
He always goes to bed with me.

THE MARSHMALLOW DRAGON QUESTIONS DAY 1

? !

noun

adjective

verb

proper

noun

Where do you think the boy finds all of his dragons?
Your sentence should start with:
I think the boy finds his dragons ____________________

? !

noun

adjective

What’s your favourite deadly dragon and why?
Your sentence should start with:
My favourite dragon is _____________ because ______________

verb

proper

noun

THE MARSHMALLOW DRAGON QUESTIONS DAY 2

? !

noun

adjective

verb

proper

noun

Why does the boy put all of his dragons away at the end
of the night?
Your sentence should start with:
He puts his dragons away because _________________

? !

noun

adjective

If you had a dragon, what would it’s powers be?
Your sentence should start with:
My dragon’s powers would be _________ because _____________

verb

proper

noun

THE MARSHMALLOW DRAGON QUESTIONS DAY 3

? !

noun

adjective

verb

Why DIDN’T the little boy put the Marshmallow Dragon
away at night?
Your sentence should start with:
He doesn’t put the Marshmallow Dragon away because _________

ILLUSTRATION CHALLENGE
Draw a dragon that you would like to see:

proper

noun

